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Abstract. The purpose of the research was to identify and study the features of the effect of four
questions forms and their combination in polymorphic test on the output indicators of secondary school
students’ testing. In the study, conducted in the subject field of studying native (Ukrainian) language, took
part students of 8th and 9th-grades (N=164). The tools (criterion-oriented author’s tests, questionnaire)
and methods of results’ analysis (factor analysis, dispersion analysis, etc.) used in the research process,
made it possible to prove the existence of the effect of factor “question form” on the test scores (impact
power is up to 35%), and also to determine combination of question forms that is characterized by the
highest diagnostic accuracy. Results of a study indicate that it is advisable to construct a polymorphic
linguistic test. The combination of the multiple-choice questions with one correct answer with using the
text and constructed-response questions can ensure the clarity of output indicators of testing (with the least
effect of question forms on them), in case evenly balance of these questions in the test. The disadvantages
of the study are pointed out and prospects for their continuation and deepening, connected with further
study of the optimal empirically valid test structure, are substantiated.

1 Introduction
1.1 Problem statement
The presence of discussed in the pedagogical
community shortcomings of education quality
evaluation through the use of test technologies on the
one hand, and the use of test technologies to evaluate
educational achievements of education seekers on the
other, including for the further decision-making on the
test subjects (high-stakes tests), updates researches
related to the study of peculiarities of test technologies
usage to objectively control students' educational
achievements. Such studies should be aimed to
determine the optimal questions forms and test structure
in order to improve the method of the construction
assessment tool in terms of functional and variation
factors that affect the results of its application.
The purpose of the proposed article is to elucidate
the study results of factors “question form” and
“variability of combining different forms of questions in
one test” in the context of effect study of a set of
functionally-variational factors on the test results.
1.2 The rationale for the relevance of the study
Despite the bunch of studies, the problem of the effect
of question forms on the test results remains relevant in
the theory of testing. A number of scientific papers
argue that the test with questions of close type and
selected responses is easier than the open-ended test [1;

2; 3], which has led scientists to conclude that it is
appropriate to combine questions of different forms in
the test. In contrast to the situation about the different
complexity of closed and open-ended questions and
their corresponding impact on overall assessment
results, some publications [4; 5; 6] highlight the results
of studies that prove the equivalence of such questions
in terms of statistical significance and reliability. In
addition, some papers (for example, [7]) provide
empirical information (correlation index between total
scores from different subjects tests with constructresponse (CR) questions and without them), which,
according to the authors, is the evidence that
conclusions for the test results will not change
significantly, if you remove open-ended questions from
the test or replace them with multiple-choice (MC)
questions of the corresponding difficulty. M. Kastner
and B. Stangl [8] explain the ambiguity of research
results, comparing multiple-choice questions and openended questions, and the lack of consensus among
scientists on the equivalence of diagnostic potential for
such
questions:
the
authors
experimentally
demonstrated the dependence of such studies results on
the type of compared questions forms and scoring
methods for evaluating tests and thereby questioned the
reliability of some of them. The presence of different
scientists’ conflicting views on the problem of
comparative assessment of the CR and MC questions
importance makes it necessary to consider the few
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investigated aspects of this problem. In particular, the
problem of measuring the effect of different questions
forms of different types and different variants of
combining them in the test on the output indicators of
testing is not solved. It determines the relevance of
studies, aimed at determining the optimal structure of
the test, as well as finding out whether different
question forms affect the test results of students
performance who study in certain profile classes
(physical, mathematical, humanities, etc.). The study
presented in the proposed article is an attempt to solve
the identified questions.

of their solution depends on externally organized
constructs of the test.
Externally organized constructs of the test determine
conditions, means and methods of ordering and
expression of its content: setting characteristics
(physical testing conditions, time of test questions and
the whole test completion); general test characteristics
(its specification) - purpose, structure, sequence and
number of questions, instructions for the procedure of
conducting and results evaluation; test questions format
and form of predicted answers. The format means a
method of initiating or carrying out certain actions that
are accomplished by questions form, language design of
the questions (formulation methods, volume and type of
material), programming the method of processing
material (determines the number of actions required to
complete the questions). Forms of questions are ways of
ordering its elements: closed (selective – MC question
with one correct answer, with several correct answers,
with the choice of the most correct answer, with the
choice of true or false statement; the questions of
establishing the sequence; the matching questions) and
open-ended (constructed with a regulated response –
add-on questions, freely-constructed – extended
response questions). The response form is a method of
answering defined by the form of a question. The choice
of the appropriate form of the test questions is
connected with the necessity to take into account the
criterion of pedagogical measurement validity.

2 Theory
2.1 The theoretical basis of the research
hypothesis
The formulation of the proposed study hypothesis
(about the effect of functional and variational factors on
the test results) is based on Bachman-Palmer theory of
facets, developed in the subject field of linguistic testing
[9], which proves the need to study different aspects of
linguistic achievements evaluation of the tested
students, including the coherence of results evaluation
and factors, distinguished by researchers from the
testing organization procedures and a set of
characteristics toolkit. The authors of the theory divided
these factors into 5 categories: (1) testing environment;
(2) test
structure
(headings);
(3) questions’
characteristics;
(4) characteristics
of
predicted
responses; (5) relationship between questions and
answers [9]. In accordance with the context of our
research and on the basis of the assumptions based on
the results of theoretical analysis of the scientific
literature, we have distinguished functional and
variation factors that affect on the results of testing:
(1) uncontrollable – respondents' characteristics:
personal (cognitive – knowledge and ability, affective –
perceptive-emotional evaluation of the activity object –
test questions) and group (in particular, class profile);
(2) controlled – content and externally organized tests’
constructs. The meaningful constructs of the test are, in
particular, test questions content (displaying a fragment
of the subject content in a test form) and the content of
the test in general (optimally reduced reflection
education content in the questions system [10]). Test
content characteristics are always determined by the
purpose of assessment (for example, thematic
assessment, general determination of educational
attainment levels of students at a particular stage of
study; students selection by the level or orientation of
their knowledge). As the subject content will always be
wider than the test content [10], the issue of selecting
the most relevant control material is one of the most
problematic and requires the participation of experts.
Selection of the test content for the final control is
subordinated to the questions of determining levels of
mastering basic constructs of the subject by the tested
participants, which obviously determines the need for its
compliance with the curriculum content and
requirements of the standard. In this aspect,
predictability of questions content impact on the results

2.2 Analysis of scientific works on the topic of
the research
An unreasonable choice of the test questions forms
leads to a distortion of its content expression and
complication of its understanding by tested students
[11]. Therefore, scientists [12; 13] mostly associate the
choice of test questions forms with the test complexity
parameters, which are determined by psychometric test
results. G. R. Hancock in his study compared MC and
CR tests, designed according to Bloom's taxonomy
levels. The author had experimentally demonstrated that
the two formats measure similar cognitive constructs at
the same taxonomic level but at different levels of
complexity [14]. At the same time, researchers [15; 16;
17; 18; 19] believe that the structure of the test should
contain different questions forms (polymorphic tests).
Such a statement is in line with global trends in
assessing academic achievement in an international
context. Thus, in R. W. Lissitz et al. study [7], based on
the analysis of the psycho-pedagogical literature, it is
proved that, despite the possible equivalence of
psychometric indicators of the test results, closed
questions with the choice of the correct answer from a
number of the offered ones cannot replace open
questions with a constructed or freely constructed
response, because of: first, in the process of solving MC
and CR questions, different kinds of thinking activity
are activated, and therefore its results are manifestations
of different cognitive skills; secondly, the research
presented experimental data, which show that some
students perform better MC questions and worse – CR
ones and others, on the contrary, more successfully
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write tests with CR questions than MC questions, so a
test constructed from single format questions may be a
reason of results deterioration of a particular tested
category [7]. In this regard, as well as with the high
level of questions diagnostic potential that involve a
constructed or freely constructed form of response, in
international benchmarking tests (PIRLS, PISA,
TIMMS), most of the questions are presented in open
forms. For the same reason, in Russia in the Unified
State Examination in all subjects, since 2016, the share
of expanded answer questions has gradually increased
[20].
Consequently, the analysis of scientific works on the
subject under consideration showed the existence of
contradictions in the views of scientists regarding the
possibility of using only one form of questions in the
test and vice versa – the expediency of combining
different forms of questions in accordance with the
requirements of pedagogical measurements validity, as
well as varying complexity / equivalence of MC and CR
questions and the ability to adjust test results by
constructing a test of a specific format. The relevance of
provision concerning polymorphic tests for the final
assessment of students’ academic achievement confirms
the need for empirical studies to substantiate the optimal
structure of the test, which, accordingly, requires the
study of the effect of the combination of different test
questions forms on the numerical indicators of students’
responses (test scores) to ensure the reliability of toolkit
and pedagogical measurement.

biological (CB), physical-mathematical (PM), economic
(Econ). From the total amount of students: the number
of 8th-grade students was 77, 9th-grade students – 87.
The average age of the participants was M=14.04
(SD=0.65).
3.3 Instrument
In order to study the impact of the above factors,
criterion-oriented tests from the subject “Ukrainian
language” were developed in two variants (as expected,
parallel in content and difficulty). In terms of content,
the test questions offered to the lyceum students were
consistent with the current Ukrainian language
curriculum and provided an assessment of the most
important knowledge and skills. Each variant of tests
contained 4 blocks of different questions forms, aimed
at testing students’ mastering of the same studying
constructs – knowledge and skills: MC questions, which
provided the choice of one correct answer with using
the text, hereinafter referred to as MCtext (block I), MC
with the choice of one and several correct answers –
MCsingle+multiple (block II), matching questions – MQ
(block III), CR questions (open-ended questions that
provided a student-designed response) (block IV). The
tests included instruction on how to complete the
questions each of the blocks. Such tests construction
made it possible to compare the results of different
questions forms with the same students (and not with
different samples of students). To determine the
consistency of the internal tests, their reliability was
analyzed and based on Cronbach’s alpha coefficient
calculation [21] for each variant (0.641 for 1st variant
and 0.673 for 2nd variant), as well as for each of the
possible combinations of the described questions’
blocks. This value ranges from 0.6 to 0.7, which makes
it possible to conclude that the tests are suitable for
usage in the research process.
To study the affective factor, a questionnaire was
developed for students' attitudes toward different forms
of the questions they solve, using the method of
semantic differential (SD questionnaire) [22], by which,
using a bipolar scaling procedure, students evaluated
isolated blocks of test questions (by their forms).
As tests contained mostly the 8th-grade material,
testing in the 8th-grades was carried out at the end of
the school year (in one day), in the 9th-grades – at the
beginning of the school year (in one day). Examinees
were instructed to answer the questions of each form.
The students took 45 minutes to complete the tests and
the questionnaire in paper-and-pencil format.
According to M. Kastner and B. Stangl’s study, MC
and CR questions can be considered as interchangeable
(which is an important prerequisite for comparing their
results) if the Number Correct scoring rule is applied
[8]. Thereafter, the proposed study obtained this rule,
which allowed to take into account partial knowledge
and not to reduce scores for incorrect answers.

3 Research method
The presented research is exploratory (in the study
proposed a new approach and research methodology,
developed by the authors of the article, also the results
of their approbation are revealed). The article covers the
results of the analysis of the linguistic tests, which at the
same time determine the general tendencies and
directions of further researches.
3.1 Study objectives
The proposed study is a component of scientific
researches, the purpose of which is to determine the
degree of functional and variational impact factors on
the output test indicators (OI) – numerical values of
students’ answers to test questions (test scores) from the
subject: Ukrainian language. Factors under study: since
the proposed study considers OI as a manifestation of
the impacts set of isolated factors (OI = ƒ{F1; F2; F3;
Fn}), the following statistical hypotheses about the
effect on the characteristics of the OI were tested during
the analysis of the results: (1) “test questions form”
factor (F1); (2) combination of different questions forms
in one test (F2); (3) cognitive factor (F3); (4) “profile
specialization of class” factor (F4); (5) affective factor
(F5).
3.2 Participants
The study was conducted in the subject field of
Ukrainian language studying in the situation of the real
educational process between students of 8th and 9th
grades (N=164) of the following profiles: chemical-

3.4 Data Analysis
The test results were processed using statistical
methods, such as variance analysis, factor analysis, etc.
in MS Excel and STATISTICA software package.
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According to the results of testing, compliance with
the law of the normal distribution of both total and
partial results is determined (for each questions block
and in each sample). The characteristics of the
comparative samples of the result indicators – numerical
values of the test results of 8th and 9th-grades students –
coincide with the level of 0.05 (according to the
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney criterion (empirical value
0.8896, critical 1.96). Comparison of test results by 8thgrade students (N1=77; M1=7.32; SD1=16.25) and 9thgrade students (N2=87; M2=7.80; SD2=12.76) showed
weak statistical power (0.056); a measure of effect
d=0.12665 (that is weak) [23]. To check the statistical
hypothesis of the equality of two samples, the Student’s
T-test criterion was applied, which showed that
t (1,96) =.827.
Accordingly,
obtained
statistics
indicators confirmed the correctness of the hypothesis
on the equality of the average general totality, which
allowed to combine test scores, done by students of 8th
and 9th-grades into a single sample (N=164; M=14.04;
SD=0.65).
According to the results of the single sample, a
multivariate dispersion analysis of the studied factors
influence on them was carried out. The accuracy of
calculations in each case exceeded 99% (p˂0.01). The
power of impact factors was determined by the method
of J. Snedecor [24].
According to the results of processing verbalnumerical assessments on the SD questionnaire
(analysis of averages, factor analysis), were identified
dominant features (markers), expressing the generalized
perceptual-emotional students’ attitude to the proposed
questions forms, and the profound factors which
characterize the perception of different questions by the
respondents. The results of the survey were compared
with the OI of testing (test scores) in qualitative terms,
given the different measurement systems and tools [25].

levels) are tendency similar, which is explained by the
presence of constant activity support in mastering and
using the state language in the process of studying and
everyday life.
At the same time, the analysis revealed that the
impact power of the factor under consideration changes
according to the variations of combining different
questions forms in one test. It is determined that the
highest diagnostic reliability, which (in addition to
compliance with psychometric quality criteria –
reliability, validity, etc.) defined by the smallest
expression of the impact power on the test results (up to
10%), characterizes test, which combines the following
forms of questions: (1) MCtext and MCsingle+multiple;
(2) MCtext and CR; (3) MCsingle+multiple and CR questions
(Table 1).
Table 1. Calculation results of the effect of test structure on
tests' scores

Combinations
of questions
forms
(variants of
the test
structure)
I- II

Тhe impact
Test
power
Significance
reliability (α
(of the test level of data*
Cronbach)
structure on
tests' score)
8,45%
F(2,01)=16,14
.566

III-IV
17,30%
II-III
35,13%
II-IV
9,02%
I-IV
8,79%
I-II-III
30,79%
I-III-IV
20,35%
II-III-IV
21,75%
I-II-III-IV
21,27%
I-III
32,89%
Note: N=164; *p<.0001

4 Main results of the research
The form of the test questions in the study was
considered as an impact factor the output test indicators.
The results of the variance analysis confirmed the
hypothesis about the presence of this factor impact,
whose power is up to 35%.
Comparative analysis of the test results of 8th and
9th-grades students on 1st and 2nd variants showed that
the impact power of considered factor on OI varies
depending on the texture of the test – for the 1st variant
it is on average 45.5%, for 2nd – 27.8%. Besides, the
tendency of a lesser expression of the impact power of
the questions forms on OI in the second variant is
observed in both 8th and 9th-grade students.
Comparison of test results of students’ groups by the
profile of classes (CM, PM, Econ.) and educational
level (8th and 9th-grades) revealed tendentious
proximity of impact power indicators on OI factor “test
questions form”. This leads to the conclusion about the
dependence of impact of profile studying on the test
results from the subject field of assessment – in the
subject field of Ukrainian language, indicators of the
impact power of this factor on the results of different
samples (classes of different profiles and educational

F(2,01)=35,32
F(2,01)=89,82
F(2,01)=17,25
F(2,01)=16,8
F(1,80)=73,98
F(1,79)=42,89
F(1,79)=46,58
F(1,67)=45,31
F(2,01)=81,37

.671
.6545
.6431
.6849
.6427
.6526
.6434
.6373
.661

As can be seen from the table, the most reliable and
internally consistent combination of questions
(α Cronbach’s = .6849), which at the same time has a
low level of impact on the test results (Impact power =
8.79%) is MCtext + CR questions.
An analysis of the cognitive complexity of the
parallel questions offered to students in different forms
[14] revealed the presence of an operational-activity
component of complexity, which is determined by the
number and nature of operations that need to be done in
the process of completing a question. For example,
compare a questions: to fill in gaps and an explanation
questions, questions with the choice of one correct
answer to the question that test knowledge of a certain
theoretical construct, and questions that involve text
reading or performing certain actions to select one
correct answer and test knowledge and application of
theoretical construct). Thus, in the proposed tests, the
matching questions, which by cognitive complexity are
identical to the parallel questions (with the choice of
one and more than one correct answers), are
characterized by cyclic repetition of operations and less
variability of "extra" descriptors choice (than in the
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questions with the choice of right answer) that increases
the probability of “guess” and decreases the diagnostic
accuracy of the results. This thesis is supported by the
analysis of the overall test results comparison (the level
of questions’ completion in each case is higher than the
level of other blocks parallel questions implementation)
with the results of the impact analysis of combining
different questions forms in the test: in each of the test
variants, which reduce the diagnostic accuracy of test
results (Table 1), there are matching questions that are
combined with other closed questions.

Therefore, conclusions on the results of presented
study in the subject field of linguistic testing confirm
scientists’ opinion who have studied external features of
tests in other subject areas regarding the existence of
effect of questions forms on the testing results (e.g.,
[26]), as well as different diagnosis power of MC and
CR questions ([13], [3]) and expediency of constructing
polymorphic tests (e.g., [18]) as a multidimensional
toolkit for assessing knowledge of students with
different abilities and cognitive models of cognition.
However, the dependence of OI on the test structure
which was determined in the process of the proposed
scientific study makes it necessary to take it into
account in further scientific researches, aimed at
deepening and explaining the presented results, which
are preliminary and need clarification. Thus, the test
used in the experiment, as noted earlier, consisted of 4
blocks that contained the same number of different
questions forms, aimed at testing students' learning of
the same educational constructs, but these questions
were characterized by different degrees of cognitive and
operating load, which made it impossible to evaluate
dichotomous test performance and, consequently, made
it difficult to compare different questions forms. Thus,
we consider it desirable to carry out refinement studies
on a larger sample: (1) using stem-equivalent individual
tests, constructed from the questions of each of four
investigated forms, which will give the opportunity to
increase the number of comparable questions and
increase results reliability (in the present study,
questions of various forms were contained in one test
that significantly limited the number of compared
questions in each block of the test), as well as to
compare the test results obtained by following different
scoring rules ([27], [8]); (2) using tests, constructed
from questions forms, the combination of which in one
test, according to our study, has the least effect on test
results (MCtext + CR). Conclusions about the impact of
the test structure on the test results determine the
following areas of further research: determination of the
most appropriate ratio of different questions forms in
the structure of the polymorphic test, the study of the
problem of questions language-operational material as
an impact factor of their understanding and evaluating
in various subject areas.

5 Conclusions, discussions and
prospects of further researches
Generalization of the study results allows us to conclude
about the presence of impact factor “questions form” on
the test results (up to 35%). The variability of its power
indicators shows the probability of a change in test
result indicators according to the features of the external
test organization. Variation of impact power indicators
on OI factor “questions form” in the first and second
tests’ variants while maintaining the results of different
samples of the general tendency of performing the
comparable questions forms proves the existence of
impact factor “linguistic design of questions”: parallel
in content and form, questions in two variants of the
used in the study test were aimed at checking the
assimilation of the same element of the educational
material, but by means of different language-operating
material (usage of different tokens, phrases and
sentences to apply theoretical knowledge).
Presented results also lead to the assumption that CR
questions should be included into the Ukrainian
language test, which can increase the diagnostic
accuracy of the test results, provided a certain ratio of
CR and MC questions number. This assumption is
confirmed by the consideration of an affective factor,
which was analyzed by students' verbal-numerical
evaluation of the proposed questions forms (the analysis
is presented in a separate article [25]). According to the
students’ survey results, it is found out that the same
questions are perceived by students in different ways
depending on its form. Comparison of the affective
factor analysis results with the testing results makes it
possible to conclude that the form of the question is a
sensory-afferent stimulus of the operative way of
activity, which influences students’ interest and
motivation formation to perform the proposed
questions. Considering the peculiarities of criterionoriented assessment of students’ level of mastery
identified in the test components of educational material
(irrespective of the group indicators level with
subsequent results’ ranking, as in the case of regulatoryoriented testing), this conclusion is significant in terms
of test structuring and proves the feasibility of
combining different forms and different cognitive
complexity different questions in one test, and both for
the formation of positive attitudes and motivational
optima in the process of their implementation by
students, and for testing and refining processes of test
results.

The proposed study was performed for state funds in the
framework of the investigation “Methodology of state final
certification in the form of external independent evaluation of
high school graduates” of the department of monitoring and
quality assessment of general secondary education of the
Institute of Pedagogy of the National Academy of Pedagogical
Sciences of Ukraine.
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